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Taste Great Southern Long Table Lunch 
WOW!!! The only way to describe last Saturday’s lunch cooked 
by Herb Faust.  Herb was the first guest Chef to cook at 
Yongergnow 6 years ago, and he has lived up to his reputation 
producing another delicious lunch for us to enjoy. Kingsley  
presented him with a metal mallefowl as a memento of his time in 
Ongerup. 



Clover  
Mixed season varieties 

500 kg bulka bags 
 Ph: Morgan 
0427471057 

 Tamgaree Pastoral Co 



BOOK CLUB REVIEW FOR APRIL 2019. 

THE LOST MAN BY JANE HARPER. 

 

Three brothers, one death, a fence line stretching to the horizon. 
Two brothers meet at the border of their vast cattle properties under the  
unrelenting sun of outback Queensland. 
They are at the stockman's grave, a landmark so old, no one can remember 
who is buried there. But today, the scant shadow it casts was the last hope for 
their middle brother, Cameron. 
The Bright family's quiet existence is thrown into grief and anguish. 
Something had been troubling Cam. Did he lose hope and walk to his death? 

Because if he didn't, the isolation of the outback leaves few suspects. 
The Lost man was Sandy’s choice, Roz found out that she would be on school camp when her turn 
was so Sandy picked up the baton, Thank you Sandy. 
Monday night saw a depleted book club with only 7of us meet at Sandy’s. 
I had unfortunately missed last month’s so was looking forward to this month. 
We had all read the book and only one was not quite finished. The book was an easy read with the  
disturbing undercurrent of domestic violence running through the story. It had murder, family secrets 
and marriage break downs in the back drop of the harsh outback of Queensland station country. Jane 
Harper is very good at keeping her characters on track and it is easy to follow the plot, she drops in a 
few red herrings to keep you guessing. Over all this is an excellent read with the girls scoring it mainly 
8 s with a couple of 10 s thrown in. 
Next month is Roz Thompson’s turn to play hostess.  Thank you Sandy for a great night. 

BEERS AND BURGERS The complex committee will be serving burgers from 6:30pm at the Ongerup Sporting 
Complex on Tuesday 16th April. Everyone is welcome and encouraged to come along for a casual drink and 
catch up - burgers $7 each. Any queries contact Dimity 0448 233 985. 
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